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What is Python ?



What is Python ?

✓ Born in 1991

✓ Completely free, complete and powerful language 
in many fields

✓ Syntax remains very simple and very readable

✓ Allows a modular and object-oriented approach 
to programming

✓ Learning object programming, system 
administration scripts or text file analysis, Web, 
realization of graphical user interfaces, scientific 
computing

Guido van Rossum



What is Python ?



EduPython

Software

Shell

Script editor



https://education.ti.com/fr/product-resources/python-for-ti-83-premium-ce

TI-Python adapter

https://education.ti.com/fr/product-resources/python-for-ti-83-premium-ce


https://education.ti.com/fr/product-resources/python-for-ti-83-premium-ce

TI-Python adapter

connectedPlease wait...

https://education.ti.com/fr/product-resources/python-for-ti-83-premium-ce


TI-Python app

File manager

Editor Shell



Function menu

TI-Python app

Function menu

« Fns »



« Modul » tab

TI-Python app

Libraries

« Modul »

Maths library

Random library



shortcuts

TI-Python app

=

2

10        ()

[2nde][alpha] & [alpha]
• abcde...
• ABCD...
• alpha indicator at 

cursor or status bar



shortcuts

e sqrt()

log(x,10)

log(x)
exp()

pi 

all 
instructions

library

TI-Python app



Shell

TI-Python app



✓ In the shell will copy last line

✓ In the shell, you can call a function with

A function is a way to avoid rehearsal

Functions

✓ Use « return » not « print »

✓ The two points starts instructions

✓ Indent is automatic and necessary



A function is a way to avoid rehearsal

Functions

Exercise 1

Rewrite this algorithm as concisely as 
possible using a function.



A function is a way to avoid rehearsal

Functions

Find the smallest integer n such as cn ≤1 with c0 = 3,4 et cn+1 = 0,8

While



Conditional statement

✓ « Then » doesn’t exist in Python. Indent replace it.

✓ Indent close the instruction,

✓ Tools menu contains lots options like copy/paste or indent



Conditional statement

Exercise 2
A photo printing website offers prints at 0.11€ 
each. The price is reduced to 0.08€ each for 
orders of more than 200 photos. 

Create an algorithm which gives the total price 
for a number n of prints.



Take care of the length of the interval

Closed loop

✓ Range (a,b) do the loop for a ≤ n < b  

✓ Range(n+1) are integers from 0 to n

✓ Indent start instructions

✓ 4 choices



Take care of the length of the interval

Closed loop

Exercise 3
The population of a village is 2300 today.  As the 
village is growing, its population increases each 
year by 150 inahbitants.  
Design an algorithm which gives the number of 
inhabitants of this village in n years from today.



Take care to the indent

Open loop

✓ Indent starts instructions

✓ « return » stop the program, take care to the indent

✓ « tests » is accessible with the shortcut permet de



La boucle non bornée

Exercise 4
On the first January 2018 the price of a new car 
was 20 000€.  Each year the value of the car 
diminishes by 20%. 
Write an algorithm which calculates the number 
of years which takes the value of the car to below 
2000€.



Les erreurs les plus courantes

Débugger



Oubli des deux points, indentation, appel de bibliothèque, majuscule/minuscule, virgule…

Débugger



Lists

Shortcut

Number of objects in a list

Add an object to a list

Arrange in ascending order
Sum all object of a list

Display elements asked



Lists

Numbering starts to 0

Length of a list

Arrange in ascending
order

Add a value Write a list with the function
« range »

Sum all object in a list

Count the number of occurence Check if an object is in a list

Handy to reset



Au programme en première générale

Lists

Write a function that return the list of the n first integer squared

Shortcut:



Application
Exercise 5 : the hare and the tortoise
One part of the hare and tortoise game goes like this : The 
distance to run is 6 squares. The die is thrown and if a six comes 
up the hare advances 6 squares, otherwise the tortoise goes 
forward one square.
1) Programme a simulation of this game using Python.
2) Write a piece of script which returns the number of wins of the 
hare and the tortoise.



Application

Exercise 6 : Primeness test

Write an algorithm which tests for primeness and 

returns a boolean.  Use the instruction assert(n>=2) 

(found in the instruction catalogue) to verify the 

hypothesis made in the argument.
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